
                  FAQS
Does Shea travel to work with contestants?
Most sessions are held in New York City, however travel can be 
arranged per availability.

How many hours in the initial visit to learn the choreography?
Between 3-5 hours if it is a new routine. Existing routines 
choreographed by Shea can be scheduled for brush ups with a hourly 
rate. Shea will work on existing routines by someone else with a 
hourly rate and a two hour min. 

Is videotaping allowed?
Yes. At the end of the session Shea will go through the routine for the 
video. Please bring a video camera.

Does Shea select music?
Yes Shea can if needed. However it's always best to have some ideas 
of your own to start with.

Is anyone allowed to watch the session?
No. All sessions are closed. However the last few minutes of each 
session are open to watch and video.

What is the closest airport?
LaGuardia is the closest, then JFK, followed by Newark. However 
there are buses that run from all airports to Grand Central Station 
(42nd Street & Madison on the East side of Manhattan) and Port 
Authority (42nd Street & Eighth Ave. on the West side of Manhattan).



What is Shea's availability?
Shea's schedule is always changing. When contacting Shea to 
schedule a session please have an idea of a few dates that you will be 
able to travel to NYC.

Which hotels are convenient to the location(s) of the sessions?
Marriott Marquis, Hotel Edison, Holiday Inn Crown Plaza, W Times 
Square, Hilton Garden Inn at W 35th St., Staybridge Suites Times 
Square, Four Points by Sheraton Midtown - Times Square, The 
Renaissance on W 35th Street, TRYP by Wyndham Times Square 
South, The New Yorker A Wyndham Hotel. 

Deposit/ Cancelation
A deposit will be required to hold Shea’s time and the studio slot.  
That deposit will not be returned if cancelation is made within two 
weeks of session.  
There will be a cancellation fee of 50% of total amount if canceled 
within one week of the session and not immediately rebooked . Also 
the studio rental will need to be paid. 

Where are choreography sessions held?
All choreography sessions will take place at rehearsal space in Midtown 
Manhattan, not at local dance studios like Broadway Dance Center or 
Steps on Broadway. The studio rental runs anywhere from $30-$55 an 
hour.  

Does Shea edit the music?
Shea does the initial edit. If additional edits need to be done Shea can 
recommend someone to create a performance edit.  
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How do I contact Shea?
Shea can be contacted thru the contact tab on the website or at the 
email address SheaSullivanNYC@gmail.com. 
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